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Erin Donohue 7 March 2011 
Officer- Adjudication Branch Matter 806598 

Australian Competition & Consumer 
Commission 
23 Marcus 
Canberra ACT 

Dear Ms Donohue 

Notification ;;JvJl.~V'T - REINSW Response to Third Party Submissions 

This letter is provided on behalf of the Estate Institute of New South Wales 
(REINSW). It responds to submissions made by various parties opposing exclusive 
dealing conduct notified by REINSW (Notification N95204). 

REINSW considers that the principal allegations contained in the submissions: 

til are without 

til do not address the notified 'third line forcing' conduct; and 

til t.o prevent REINSW from in 

Failure to focus on the notified conduct 

The submissions made to the do not address the notified conduct. 

The issue before the ACCC is not whether REINSW can develop and implement a 
Specialist Accreditation Program (SAP). Rather, the is the notified 
'third line forcing' conduct While the scope and purpose of the may inform 
the ACCC's consideration of the notified conduct, the notified conduct is not the 
development of the SAP. What has been notified is the proposal that accreditation 
courses be taken from an approved RTO or trainer where courses are not taken from 
REINSW. As stated in the Notification, 'Accreditation Services' supplied 'on the 
condition that the person to whom REINSW supplies or offers or proposes to supply the 
Accreditation Service will acquire Services from an approved RTO or trainer'. 

If obtaining Accreditation were whoHy dependent on taking courses from 
REINSW, there would be no 'third line forcing', and no to file an deallng 
notification. This is the relevant counterfa.ctuaL If the ACCC removes the immunity 
afforded by Notification N952 04, will still implement the SAP. However, as 
compared to what is currently only courses offered by REINSW would qualify a 
REINSW member for accreditation. 

Such an outcome might REINSW competitors such as EAC 15TM. It may 
increase program development costs and it more difficult for REINSW to offer its 
members as broad a range of courses as it would wish. ThiS outcome would not, 
however. be in the interest of the competitive process or the public intt'l'o·C!t 

Instead of focusing on developing their own products for their 
EAC and 15TM would have in limiting a offering. 
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REINSW has notified third line forcing conduct 
the SAP offering will be improved by being offered with courses a range 
quality instructors. Particular instructors or not wish, for any of 
reason.s, to be contracted by REINSW to offer a course. 

The more attractive the accreditation offer is, the more may in the 
offer, with consequent flow on benefits to the profession the public. 

The SAP will launched in any event. However, removal of immunity would have the 
following consequences 

.. REINSW may not able to offer the number of courses that would otherwise be 
to REINSW members. This may limit the attractiveness of SAP to 

REJNSW members. who may have taken additional training, 
lowering the overall levels of in the industry to the 

and the pubUc. 

.. 	 SAP courses will be offered only by RE1NSW. If immunity is removed there 
only be one provider of SAP courses, REINSW. If the notification is allowed to 
stand, REINSW expects that there will be multiple providers of SAP courses. 

.. 	 To the extent that REINSW cannot other in 
delivery of SAP courses and this affects the attractiveness of the program, 

such as ISTM will be sheltered from competition. The 
incentive for them to consider offerings or services so as attract 
to their organisations in addition to, or of REINSW, 
will be lowered. 

Removing immunity would result in fewer courses being offered by fewer persons, less 
competition in membership services markets and lower levels of 
development in the estate industry. 

There are benefits in training above minimum standards 

REINSW's objective is to serve the interests of property professionals in NSW. It 
that the industry as a whole would from an additional focus on training 

beyond minimum standards REINSW also considers that employers, clients 
and members of the value experience, specialised knowledge and a commitment 
to on-going training. A better trained, more professional workforce will be better able to 
serve its clients and improve the standing of the profession in the community. 

The SAP has been designed to promote speCialisation and a commitment to 
training developIng a mechanism by which training, and ""'","'.,,,'" can 

RE1NSW members who meet relevant requirements can 
mc:..",lw::><:: as REINSW accredited specialists. This an incentive to commit to 

training as., over time, REINSW accreditation recognised in the 
market 

Submissions to the ACCC suggest in the SAP (to either REINSW 
",,.,,,h,,,,r'" or the broader public) the SAP is not an 'accreditation required to 

..... ",,,,,,,,,'t<:> as a sales person In NSW. It cannot plausibly asserted that because 
there is a minimum licensing requirement is no benefit in beyond that 
minimum requIrement Indeed, while to the notified conduct, says that it 

with the concept of encouraging estate to strive for 
r1WI",n£lP and professionalism in their chosen 

'-'IJ'"\AI'';''''''' accreditation exists tn other For example, in order to practise as a 
In NSW, lawyers must be to the Supreme Court of a state or territo.ry 

hold a current NSW practising certificate (or a practising certificate of another 
Australian jurisdiction). These are the minimum statutory requirements. The law:socletv 
of NSW is responsible for NSW practising certificates. However solidtors do not 
need not be members of Law in order to be a practising 
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Over above minimum statutory requirements, members the Law Society (or 
equivalent body in another Australian jurisdiction) may seek specialist accreditation in 
one or more of fourteen areas of practice. To be eligible for specialist accreditation, 
practitioners must meet criteria specified by the Law including minimum of 
practice experience in relevant area. The development of this 
service which the Law offers to qualifying members, 
assumes that at of the publlc consider that there are in 

It seems unlikely a member of the public 
c.>\/r.:"nr"n,.. SOE~Cl::mS[ accreditation Law Society is making a 

nTI •."''''i''r<!:,,'"I,t<>,(i sOlicitors are not or that members of the 
Law than non-members. 

3 Review of training material appropriate 

The submission and the anonymous submission object to RE1NSW considering and 
training materials to be used in REINSW accreditation courses. REINSWs 

role in evaluating courses which are to be in its program is entirely appropriate; 
SAP will be considered to be of value to real estate profesSionals, employers, Clients and 
members of the genera! public only if training is ota high quality. 

It is not feasible to suggest that REINSW would develop an accreditation service, expend 
resources in the marketing and branding of those services, and then take a 'hands off' 

to the actual training which is at the ofthe SAP. If courses do not meet 
member expectations, the value of accreditation will be undermined which will have 
broader consequences for the standing of REINSW in the industry. FUrthermore, courses 
which are not at a high standard will not deliver the to the industry and 
consumers which REINSW is seeking. 

materials would remain the intellectual property of course providers. In addition, 
there is no requirement that any trainer or RTO apply to have courses .included in the 

As detailed in the submission accompanying Notification N95204, the SAP will have 
no impact of the delivery of OFT CPD courses which will continue to be offered by a 
range of RTOs and other service Trainers and RTOs who do not wish to 
participate in the SAP will not be affected by the development of the SAP. 

4 Other comments 

Almost all the comments made in the third party are not to the 
notified conduct REINSW makes some brief remarks in of 
third comments in the paragraphs 

fSTM submission advocates an anti-competitive outcome 

ISTM's main objection to the notified conduct appears to be that it considers 
the principal body in respeot of the REINSWs 
strata professionals and it provfdes an to strata nrrm"",,,,,,,n 
well as other services to strata professiona!s~ Some REINSW members are also ISTM 
members. It wOl)ld be an anti-competitive outcome jf Immunity were removed in to 
limit or prevent REINSW from developing programs which might be of interest to ISTM 
members. 

The submissions made by the Owners Corporation Network and City Futures in suppor! 
of ISTN are misinformed. It seems doubtful that these parties have read the Notification. 
REINSW has clearly not applied to the ACCe 'to became the sole accreditation body for 
strata managers in NSW. REINSW is not seeking to prevent ISTM, or other body, 
from offering training or accreditation services to strata managers. 

SAP accounts for in Certificate and Holders 

ISTM objects to the of Certificate of Registration hoJders being accredited 
under the In order to as a strata or community managing agent Of on-site 
residential manager, a person must hold either a Certificate of 
Licence. Persons under a of must be emOIO'IlM 
entity which also employs a Licence holder. There is no statutory 
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a Certificate holder ultimately to obtain a Licence. There are, undoubtedly, a number of 
professionals whO hold a Certificate of Registration with much more. experience and 
expertise than the holder ofthe licence with whom they work. Consequently, REINSW 
considers that both Certificate of Registration and licence holders may be accredited 
under the SAP (both in respect of strata management and the other categories of 
accreditation). There are differences in the initial training requirements for a Certificate of 
Registration as compared to a licence. These differences are taken into account in the 
proposed accreditation requirements. While an applicant with a Licence must have at 
least three years relevant expenence,a Certificate of Registration holder must have at 
least five years relevant experience. 

piaa submission unrelated to notified conduct and based on unfounded concerns 

The piaa submission is focused on alleged and unsubstantiated conduct of real estate 
professionl'lls, rather than any specific concern with the notified conduct. There is a 
statutory requirement in NSW that a real estate professional is not to act for both the 
buyer and seller. These requirements are emphasised in current REINSW training 
materials. Any tr;:;lining which is endorsed by REINSW will take full account of the 
regulatory environment in which real estate professionals operate, 

The notified conduct will, in noway, prevent piaa from continuing to offer its services and 
providing its own accreditation offer. 

Various providers of professional indemnity (PI) insurance 

EAC raises issues in respect of compulsory PI insurance for accredited agencies, 
implying that this requirement is designed to increase the business of Realcover Which is 
owned by REINSW. REINSW's longstanding pOSition is that both the industry and the 
general public would benefit if PI insurance cover were a legislated requirement. 

While PI insurance will be an initial requirement for an accredited agency, from 1 July 
2012 REINSW will require all member agencies have at least $2 Million in PI insurance 
coverage. PI insurance for both accredited and non-accredited agencies can be obtained 
from any provider. In addition to Realcover, other providers of PI insurance in NSW 
include OBE, Vero (Suncorp), CGU (lAG), AIG and ACE. REINSW will recognise PI 
policies held with any of these companies (or others) for the purposes of the SAP. 

Alleged consumer confusion 

EAC suggests that members of the public may be confused by the accreditation of an 
agency in circumstances where not all the agency's staff are accredited. REINSW will 
impose appropriate limitations and requirements governing the use of REINSW marks 
and materials to ensure that clients are aware of the distinction between an accredited 
agent and an accredited agency. 

RTO or trainerbecomi'ng an Associated CatJing Member of REINSW 

REINSW initially considered that an approved provider of SAP courses/training would 
need to be I'In Associated Calling Member of the REINSW. REINSW will expend 
significant resources in marketing the SAP to real estate professionals and in providing 
clients and employers with information regarding the program. Approved providers of 
courses will benefit from this marketing. In this respect. a requirement that trainers and 
RTOs become Associated Calling Members was seen as a way for them to contribute to 
the costs of marketing and administrating the program. On further conSideration, 
REINSW believes that certain t[l'liners or RTOs may not wish to become REINSW 
members. Accordingly, REI NSW proposes that a trainer or RTO may either become an 
Associated Calling Member or pay a fee of $799 (inc GST) to assist with administration 
and marketing costs .. As noted above, there is no obligation for any RTO or trainer to 
participate in the SAP 

Conclusions 

A key concern in the third party submissions is that REINSW ml'lY offer a service which is 
attractive to real estate professionals and which may attract members of competing 
organisations. These are not concerns in respect of third line forcing. These submissions 
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demonstrate that the SAP is a pro-competitive initiative on the part of REINSW. In so far 
as the notified conduct supports the SAP initiative. the notified conduct is ,also pro
competitive. 

None of these submissions make a viable argument that establishing incentives for real 
estate professionals to take on additional training does not amount to a public benefit. or 
that a mechanism by which employers, clients and the general public might easily identify 
persons with particular qualifications is not a public benefit. In so far as the notified 
conduct supports the goals of the SAP, it should als6 be considered to result in a public 
benefit 

Further, the submissions do not identify any legitimate detriment associated with the 
notified conduct 

• There is no obligation on any REINSW merriber to partiCipate ih the accreditation 
service. 

• REINSW does not currently. nor will it, preclude members having membership 
with multiple organisations or taking courses from any organisation. 

• A program which provides employers/clients with a means to recognise /tIOre 
experienced practitioners who hilVe made specified training commitments cannot 
be considered to have a detrimental effect in any employment market.any more 
than the existence of masters degrees affects the employment of persons who 
have only a bachelors degree. While it is possible, in theory, that an agency might 
express an interest in employing an accredited person because this would assist 
the agency in being accredited, a wide variety of factors will be considered in 
making any employment decision. It cannot credibly be asserted that junior 
agents will be denied employment in the industry by reason that they cannot be 
accredited by REINSW. 

• There is no obligation on any training provider to participate in the SAP. Other 
providers of membership services may continue to offer their own training 
programs and develop their own competing accreditation services if they consider 
this to be attractive to their members. 

In short, none of the submission provide any basis on which the ACCC could conclude 
that immunity should be removed , 

If you have any questions or require any additional information, please contact me. 

Yours sincerely 

! ,/1 I

!/L_ 1/) 
Patrick Gay 
Senior Associate 
Freehills 

+61 2 9322 4378 
+61407400530 
patrick.gay@freehiIis,com 
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